
#213 - Create a Summer Reading Club

Hi, friends! Welcome to The Lazy Genius Podcast! I’m Kendra Adachi, and I’m here to help you
be a genius about the things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t! Today is episode
213 - Create a Summer Reading Club! Obviously summer reading is a big thing for a lot of
people, and if you’re new around here, reading is one of my favorite things on the planet. I love
reading. I love books. I have always loved reading and books. Except for those few years after
college when I had to detox from my English degree and pivoted from reading to TV,
coincidentally right around the time LOST premiered. Those were good days. Around then is
when I got into 24 as well and watched every single season on DVD, sometimes more than
once. I used to be able to do a really good Jack Bauer impression. Anyway, the point is, other
than that stretch after college, I’ve always been a big reader. It took me a few years after my
book break to get some real momentum, and that changed when I started listening to Anne
Bogel’s podcast, What Should I Read Next, which I love so much. I was a guest on Anne’s show
in the early days (we’ll put links to both episodes I was on her show in the show notes), and in
that episode and in listening to all the other episodes, Anne has helped me learn what I like
about reading and what I’m looking for in a book. It’s not just about books and plot either; it’s
about the reading experience, if I need momentum or not, and when I need to have a Decide
Once principle in place to quit. Over the years, I have really Lazy Geniused my reading, and it’s
made my life so much better. If you’re into that, we’ll have some links to other reading-related
episodes in the show notes. Today though, I want to talk about something more specific. I want
us to create a summer reading club.

You guys, we should start a summer reading club! Here’s the thing about summer reading: it’s
so fun. And it’s less solitary in feel than, say, fall or winter reading. Winter reading has big time
cozy fireplace vibes where you just read in your own cocoon and don’t talk to anybody about it.
Generally speaking. Obviously everyone has different reading tendencies and preferences, but
summer reading just feels more like a party. It’s something you do out in the open at the pool or
the park or on the beach, and summer reading online is way more chatty than any other season.
Everybody loves to talk about summer reading. So here’s what I would love to offer up as an
idea to you! Create a summer reading club.

It’s not a book club because a book club generally has one group reading the same book. A
reading club is a group of readers (and if you read the book, you are a reader, friend) talking
about what they individually have been reading. It’s the kind of conversation where you definitely
have a notebook or your phone open so you can add new titles to your Goodreads list or Trello
or bullet journal or whatever. It’s book energy. I love book energy. I love talking with people who
are excited about books and doing it on purpose. But book clubs aren’t for everyone in the
sense that you like different things. Or maybe you’re on a budget and can’t afford to buy the new
release when it comes up in book club, and the library holds list is a mile long. A reading club
lets you read whatever you want but still have a format in which to talk about it, even if no one
else has read the book.



So how might that work? First, you need people. You have a couple of ways to go about this,
and I would start with the priority of in-person versus virtual. We’ve obviously lived a lot of virtual
life this past year, so you might be super comfortable continuing some virtual things or you
might be like GET ME OFF THIS COMPUTER. So name that first. What matters about the
format? That will obviously impact the people involved if it’s in-person.

Then once you know that, invite some people to join you. Since it’s a summer reading club, you
could just get together two or three times during the summer, and that’s it. So low commitment.
This isn’t a forever thing. But it could be a really fun way to connect with people on purpose,
especially as we’re coming out of the pandemic more and more, at least in the US. So decide
in-person or virtual, invite a few people to join, and I would say it’d be nice to have at least four
people as a low cap. High cap? I heard about a reading society that sometimes has 30 people
attend. Which is a lot of people to share about the books they’re reading, but they have that
expectation that it’s going to be a long night. But I think a good average sweet spot is
somewhere between 4 and 10. Maybe 12. Much bigger and you start to lose the personal
connection just a bit, which might be okay if the only point is connection over books. You do
what matters to you.

Because it’s summer and there are a lot of moving parts to people being out of town or out of
routine, maybe you could even go ahead and share the two or three summer reading club dates
with people as you invite them so they’re already on the calendar for everyone. It’s like the Lazy
Genius principle Schedule Rest. If you don’t schedule rest, you likely don’t do it. The same is
sometimes true of fun. If you don’t schedule it and just hope it happens, it actually might not. So
go ahead and pick two or three dates between now and the end of August or whatever, and give
those dates to your people to plan around and look forward to!

Now how does a meeting work? That’s up to you, but here are some things to consider.
Probably the most daunting part of a summer reading club, especially if it’s larger in size, is how
do you keep the conversation on track? How do you keep it fun but fair where one person
doesn’t talk the whole time or you run out of time before everyone is done? Those are the kinds
of concerns that keep us from doing fun things, right? There are always what ifs. What’s great
about being the creator and leader of something like this is that you can eliminate those what ifs
with some House Rules. Set House Rules is a Lazy Genius principle from my book The Lazy
Genius Way, and it can totally be applied to a summer reading club. Just have clear
expectations! It doesn’t mean you’re being mean or demanding. It just means you’re giving
people a clear path of how this is going to work. People love knowing what’s expected of them.
It’s a kindness you’re giving to people. So the things you’re worried about are likely in your own
head. This is worth trying out. And again, it’s only for summer reading. You don’t have to keep
going after that unless you want to. What a great starting point for connection after a dormant
season of being desperately alone.

So here are some House Rules you could apply to your summer reading club. You could have
one about the length of time someone shares. Maybe you have a timer involved, and the
captain of the reading club meeting sets the timer when it’s the next person’s turn. You could



even be clever with the sound of the alarm you set. Also one thing I’ve found really helpful with
alarms you set as limits for people talking is to have a wrap-up alarm and then a final alarm. If
the alarm goes off and someone is in the middle of a sentence, it sort of feels like trying to
awkwardly wrap up an Oscar speech after the music starts playing. It can be awkward for some
people. So you could set an initial timer for the reader, but once that timer goes off, they get an
additional two minutes so that it’s more gradual. It’s a simple thing but really less
anxiety-producing if someone is weird about timers.

Another House Rule could be about the number of books a person shares about. Maybe the
timer does the trick. If you want to talk about six books in your time, go for it. But if you’d like,
you could set a House Rule of one fiction, one nonfiction. Or something. Again, these are
arbitrary. Just ideas to get you thinking. You can think about deciding now if you’re great with
people inviting friends to come or if you’ll have food or do a group cheers over Zoom with
whatever beverage everyone has. So many fun details you can ignore or pursue intentionally.

The other piece is the actual structure of the reading conversation. You could do a check-in on a
certain general topic like momentum or strategies for managing all the library holds that come in
at once or just a quick check of “how is everyone feeling about their reading right now?” Or
“what’s been the most fun thing about your summer reading so far?” Anything. And of course it
wouldn’t be a summer reading club without people sharing about their summer reading. Here
are a few questions you could use to give people some structure when they share if they want it.
Maybe everyone answers one of these when they talk to have a common throughline with
everyone, and then each person just says what they want to about the book. But these are
some questions you could borrow for your own summer reading club.

What did this book remind you of? Either another book, a place, a movie, a feeling, whatever.
Did you cast an actor in your mind as one of the characters? Y’all know I love that one.
What’s a favorite quote?
What’s a favorite thing about reading that book? A moment, a character, a feeling you had?
Why did you choose it in the first place?
How important was the cover? You could even give cover grades to the books everyone is
reading because we all love book covers.
What did it make you want to read next?

Those are just some ideas. The gist? Get together with people and talk about what you’re
reading. This is low stakes. This is for a limited amount of time. This does not have to be
complicated or fancy. In fact, it’s probably better for it not to be. Don’t take all of these ideas and
put them on one reading club. Just notice what gets you excited, and go with that.

Are you as excited as I am about this? I am very excited about this.

Now this won’t be the exact same thing as an in-person or even virtual summer reading club
that we just talked about, but let’s do a mini version too. I don’t know if you know this, but there
is a Lazy Genius Facebook group (I know I know, Facebook can be the worst), but this group



isn’t. It’s a private group so you have to answer a question or two to get in to keep out the
randos, and y’all there are over 11,000 people in there. And they basically run this community
beautifully themselves and have organically since the group started. People ask how to Lazy
Genius certain things, share resources, it’s kind of magical. And truth - y’all I didn’t even know. I
knew I had a Facebook group, but I don’t go in there really. It wasn’t a priority, and Facebook
makes me sad. But then I looked at it for real and saw the way these people, you people, are
helping each other and being a real life community to one another, it was bonkers. So beautiful.
So there’s a Lazy Genius Facebook group that you would probably really enjoy. That said, we’re
going to do a mini summer reading club in there! I’m going to pop in probably every Friday and
post what I read that week. Then anyone else can leave a comment on that post of what they’ve
read that week! We might have a guiding question or two to keep things a bit more succinct in
knowing whether a book is right for you. But it’ll be a consistent source of recommendations for
summer reading, and I’m really excited about it.

The other thing I want to offer is that if you want to do an actual book club this summer with
people and read The Lazy Genius Way, we have a book club guide on the website! It’s totally
free, super simple, but it’s a great resource if you want some guidance on how to read through
and talk about the 13 Lazy Genius principles on purpose with a group of friends or strangers
that will become friends this summer. The link is in the show notes for that one too, or you can
go to thelazygeniuscollective.com/LGbookclub.

Okay, before we go, let’s celebrate our Lazy Genius of the Week! It’s Rachel Baddorf! Rachel is
also an Honorary Lazy Sister and Patreon supporter, and she heard my sister, Hannah, and I
talking about our favorite summer things. I mentioned that my favorite summer drink is a
Nor’easter which is bourbon, lime, maple syrup situation that’s served cold and topped with
ginger beer. It’s also a great make-ahead cocktail because the bourbon mixture needs to be
heavily chilled and can be done ahead of time. Anyway, Rachel didn’t wait a day before sharing
her Nor’easter on Instagram, complete with the thought of riffing with a rosemary honey syrup
instead of the maple which I love. And I wonder what would happen if you used lemon juice
instead of lime with that? Obviously lemon and ginger are beautiful together. Anyway, but the
real Lazy Genius of Rachel’s post was that her husband makes himself and her cocktails
regularly and has even decided once - lazy genius principle #1 - to have a cocktail of the month.
Stuff like that, y’all, is what we remember as the years go on. We remember those simple
regular things of having a cocktail of the month. It made me really happy and I wanted to share
it and celebrate Rachel! So thanks, Rachel, for being the Lazy Genius of the Week.

Thanks for listening to this episode, you guys! We’ll have so many links to all the things in the
show notes. And if that isn’t enough book talk for you in the Facebook group or in your own
Lazy Genius Way book club, be sure you follow me on Instagram @thelazygenius where I’ll talk
a lot about my personal summer reading this week on my feed. And remember that I review all
the books I read in my monthly Latest Lazy Letter, too. I love books so much! Links for all of
those things will be in the show notes. Pick the one that feels the most exciting to you right now.
Not trying to overwhelm you, so choose according to what matters most to you right now. Okay,



that’s it for today! Thanks so much for listening, and until next time, be a genius about the things
that matter, and lazy about the things that don’t. I’m Kendra, and I’ll see you next week!


